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KLEANTOP PACTITAN PRO APPLICATION GUIDELINES 
• Support bed: Longitudinal rails, herringbone support bed and solid 

pan support bed. Typical longitudinal rail spacing is 6"- 8" and 
herringbone spacing 10"-12" (for heavy loads consult Cambridge 
International Engineering)

• Maximum belt speed: 120 fpm 
• Nose rolls: 3/4" minimum diameter
• Splicing is accomplished with connecting rods and side access
 

APPLICATIONS SUPPORT
With more than 100 years of experience, we are the industry’s most knowledgeable team of conveying 
experts. In addition to installation and maintenance support for the Rexnord KleanTop® PacTitan Pro™ 
conveyor belt, our qualified engineering staff is willing and able to assist you on all of your applications 
needs, including:

• Belt selection recommendations
• Product performance analysis
• Product handling tests
• Retrofit and interchange information
• Plant surveys

 

DOCUMENT GLOSSARY

Contact our Application Engineering team for more information 
at 800-638-9560 or online at www.rexnord.com.

Belt Width (BW): Overall measurement from the from one outer edge to the other outer edge of the belt.

Length (BL): Overall length of belt.

Number of Sprockets (SL): Number sprocket lanes across the width of the belt.

Belt Pitch (BP): Measurement from centerline of rod to centerline of rod. Ex. 1/2" or 3/8".

Sprocket Centers (SC):  Measurement from centerline of sprocket to centerline of sprocket.
• Minimum — 2-1/2" 
• Maximum — 8-1/2"
• Average Spacing — 6"

Intermediate Spaces: The openings in between the sprocket lanes.

Wicket/Picket: 0.046" x 0.25" T304 stainless steel strip.

Connecting Rod: 0.082" Ø T-302 stainless steel wire.

Outside Diameter: Overall dimension of sprocket.

Pitch Diameter: Theoretical line where the rod of the belt engages the tooth of the sprocket.

Root Diameter: The diameter tangent to the bottom of the tooth spaces, also known as bottom diameter.

Bore: The diameter of the shaft the sprocket is going to be used in combination with.

Keyway: A keyway is used in conjunction with a key to ensure the sprocket teeth are aligned 
properly. Keyway size is based on specific standards for shaft diameters.

Key Applications

Battering
Breading
Glazing

Drying
Frying
Transfer Conveyors

http://www.rexnord.com
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Introduction

SAFETY INFORMATION

Product Safety
Products designed and manufactured by Rexnord are capable of being used in a safe 
manner; but Rexnord cannot warrant their safety under all circumstances. The purchaser 
must install and use the products in a safe and lawful manner in compliance with 
applicable health and safety regulations, laws and general standards of reasonable care. 
If the purchaser fails to do so, the purchaser shall indemnify Rexnord from any loss, cost 
or expense resulting directly or indirectly from such failure.

Products are provided with only safety devices identified herein. It is the responsibility of 
the purchaser to furnish appropriate guards for machinery parts in compliance with FDA, 
USDA, and OSHA standards, as well as any other safety devices desired by the purchaser 
and/or required by law. If the purchaser fails to do so, the purchaser shall indemnify 
Rexnord from any loss, cost or expense resulting directly or indirectly from such failure.

General Safety Precautions
• To avoid personal injury, all machinery must be turned off and locked out prior to 

belt installation, inspection, maintenance and removal
• Always use safety glasses to protect eyes. Wear protective clothing, gloves and 

safety shoes
• Support the belt to prevent uncontrolled movement of the belt and parts
• Maintain tools in proper condition and assure their proper use. Use of belt 

assembly tools is recommended when applicable
• Do not attempt to connect or disconnect belting unless belt construction is 

clearly known and understood
• Do not use any sections of damaged belt because they may have been 

overloaded and yielded no longer operational

Read and fully understand the instructions contained in this manual prior to installation, 
operation and maintenance of this product.
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Product Overview

The KleanTop PacTitan Pro Belt was designed to function in applications where a short-pitch belt is 
needed for small product handling and tight transfers, and also require superior durability and long 
service life. Unlike other belts for conveying small products, KleanTop PacTitan Pro does not flex when 
back-bending over a conveyor roller, but fully hinges. This is important in eliminating component 
fatigue and breakage during use. KleanTop PacTitan Pro is also easily spliced at any location throughout 
the belt making belt installation and conveyor maintenance/repairs much easier and faster, reducing 
production downtime. Furthermore, a rod that has been removed from the belt can be reused for 
splicing. An extra stock of splice rods is not typically required.

The design and construction of this belt not only has the advantage of an easy, simple splice anywhere 
within the belt, but it also incorporates a safe, smooth belt edge which is important for many 
production lines where personnel are working nearby. This is uniquely accomplished by bending and 
forming the free ends of the belt picket into a shape that allows successive belt pitches to interlock 
along the edges. As a result, there are no raw or open ends of the picket along the belt edges to act as 
“catch-points” as the belt is in motion. Instead the combination of a very small belt pitch and closed 
ends on the pickets creates a near continuous smooth edge on each side of the belt. This innovative 
design is unlike any other metal belt commercially available.

The KleanTop PacTitan Pro belt also provides an additional important advantage in minimizing the 
possibility of metal contamination of the product being conveyed. Unlike other types of metal belts, 
during instances when the KleanTop PacTitan Pro belt is physically damaged to the point of picket 
fracture anywhere within the belt, the broken components typically do not separate from the belt and 
fall into the product causing product contamination, quarantine, and possibly even a product recall. 
Pickets that are damaged typically fracture at the corners where the slots for the rods are located. 
Though the picket is broken, the rod remains intact and retains the broken picket sections until the 
belt can be subsequently repaired or replaced. Furthermore, our mechanical lab testing has shown that 
under higher than normal rated belt tensions, the belt pickets will fail in fatigue before the rods are 
likely to break. This is an intentional design feature of this belt to ensure to the greatest extent 
possible that at any point in the service life of the belt, it is likely to fracture or fail in a way that is least 
likely to contribute to metal contamination in a typical application.

Eliminate component 
fatigue and breakage 
with the KleanTop 
PacTitan Pro
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Following are information, data, and other parameters important to the specification, application, 
installation, and use of the KleanTop PacTitan Pro belt.

1. Belt Pitch: 0.429" 
2. Belt Thickness: 0.25"
3. Belt Strip Thickness: 0.046"
4. Belt Strip Material: T304 Stainless Steel
5. Minimum Belt Width: 3"
6. Maximum Belt Width: 60"
7. Standard Belt Width Increment: 1", other belt width increments available upon request
8. Belt Rated Load: 150 lbs./ft. of belt width
9. Maximum Belt Speed: 120 FPM
10. Belt Pattern — Standard: Drive lane pattern with triple-infill openings, 3 openings on edges, 

minimum drive lane spacing: 3", maximum recommended drive lane spacing: 8", 3 openings plus 
rod retention on one edge = 2" of belt width, width of drive lane: 0.4".

11. Belt Pattern — Custom: Drive lane pattern with single-infill, single openings on edges, minimum 
drive lane spacing: 0.8”, maximum recommended drive lane spacing: 4", 1 opening on one edge 
plus rod retention opening = 1-1/8", width of drive lane: 0.4"

Specifications, Reference Images and Drawings

KleanTop PacTitan Pro Belts Portfolio

Material Material  
Description

Width  
(in)

2nd  
Count

Drive  
Lanes

Edge  
Pattern

Infill  
Pattern

Edge  
Treatment

10781173 T304-4 PTP-4-28-2-1-1-IL 4 28 2 1 1 Interlocking Edge

10780513 T304-34 PTP-34-28-6-3-3-IL 34 28 6 3 3 Interlocking Edge

10778602 T304-38 PTP-38-28-6-3-3-IL 38 28 6 3 3 Interlocking Edge

10781172 T304-40 PTP-40-28-7-3-3-IL 40 28 7 3 3 Interlocking Edge

10786997 T304-42 PTP-42-28-8-3-3-IL 42 28 8 3 3 Interlocking Edge

10793800 T304-44 PTP-44-28-8-3-3-IL 44 28 8 3 3 Interlocking Edge

12. Rod Retention: Offset hole alignment between picket hinge openings and slot in outer edge 
opening which blocks the rod from exiting the belt on both edges. Offset in alignment is 0.13" or 
approx. 1.75 times the rod diameter.

13. Width of Outer Edge Opening for Rod Retention: 0.48"
14. Rod Length: Nominal Belt Width - 3/16"
15. Belt Rod Diameter: 0.082"
16. Belt Rod Material: T302 Stainless Steel
17. Splice Rods: Any rod within the belt can be removed and reinstalled to separate and re-connect 

the belt endless.
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Specifications, Reference Images and Drawings

18. Available Standard Sprocket Sizes: 12T, 13T, 15T, 17T, 20T, 21T, 41T, all single row of teeth, tooth 
width = 0.25", standard overall hub width: 0.88" — “C” style (hub on both sides)

19. Available Sprocket Bores: 0.5" to 1.5", 12mm to 40mm
20. Available Motorized Roller Sprocket Sizes: 47T — single row of teeth, tooth width = 0.25"
21. Sprocket Material: T303 stainless steel

KleanTop PacTitan Pro Sprockets Portfolio

Material Material  
Description

Nr 
Teeth

Nominal 
OD (in)

Bore 
“A”

Hub 
“B”

Hub 
Width  
“C”

Hub 
Width  
“D”

Sprocket 
Key  
“E”

Nr Set 
Screws  

“F”
Material 

10786896 SKPTP-T303 12T-0.625-N-1 12 1.88 0.625 1.291 0.75 0 N 1 SS

10781169 SKPTP-T303 13T-1.00-K-1 13 2 1 1.431 0.313 0.313 0.25 1 SS

10786899 SKPTP-T303 14-0.75-N-1 14 2.1 0.75 1.57 0.313 0.313 N 1 SS

10795200 SKPTP-T303 15T-1.25-K-2 15 2.25 1.25 1.708 0.313 0.313 0.25 1 SS

10786897 SKPTP-T303 17T-1.00-N-1 17 2.25 1 1.985 0.313 0.313 N 1 SS

10781168 SKPTP-T303 17T-1.00-K-2 17 2.25 1 1.985 0.313 0.313 0.25 2 SS

10786898 SKPTP-T303 17T-1.25-N-1 17 2.25 1.25 1.985 0.313 0.313 N 1 SS

10781170 SKPTP-T303 20T-1.25-K-2 20 3 1.25 2.399 0.313 0.313 0.25 2 SS

10795664 SKPTP-T303 20T-1.437-K-2 20 3 1.438 2.399 0.313 0.313 0.375 2 SS

10777756 SKPTP-T303 21T-1.50-K-2 21 3.1 1.5 2.536 0.313 0.313 0.25 2 SS

10792527 SKPTP-T303 41HT-1.25-K-2 41HT 6.1 1.25 4 0.313 0.313 0.25 2 SS

 "A" +.005/+.002 THRU 

 NOMINAL O.D. 

"B"
DEFAULT

MAX 5.258

"E" KEYWAY

 "D" 
"C"

DEFAULT
MIN .313

#10-32 THRU
"F" PL @ 90°

RELIEF AS 
NECESSARY
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22. Additional Available Accessories: None
23. Minimum Nose Bar/Nose Roller Diameter: 0.75"
24. Minimum Recommended Roller Diameter: 1"
25. Maximum Recommended Support Spacing: 6" center to center
26. Recommended Support Bed Pattern: Solid bed, herringbone rails, or parallel rails
27. Belt Direction of Travel: Installing the belt in the correct direction of travel (DOT) is extremely 

important. Doing otherwise can cause damage and/or premature wear to both the belt and the 
sprockets. See drawing of belt section below for proper direction of travel.

Direction  
of travel

Specifications, Reference Images and Drawings
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Direction  
of travel

Direction  
of travel

28. Standard Sprocket Location and Belt Engagement: The sprockets should engage the belt within 
the narrower drive lane openings such that the sprocket teeth directly contact the rod surface 
within those openings and not the flat of the picket itself. The main engagement between the 
sprocket and the belt along the edges is at the 3rd opening in the picket, (not including the 
rectangular opening where the end of the rod is retained), see drawing below. 

However, sometimes it may be desirable or advantageous to also locate additional sprockets at the 
extreme outer belt openings, see drawing below. This would only be done under more heavily loaded 
application conditions and/or where recommended by Cambridge Sales Engineers.

Specifications, Reference Images and Drawings

Drawing 1
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Installation

HELPFUL HINTS PRIOR TO BEGINNING INSTALLATION AND START UP
• KleanTop PacTitan Pro works with existing slider pans, slider beds and support rails
• There is no top or bottom to the belt
• Make sure unit is as square as possible
• Belt path should be free of any obstructions
• Ensure sprockets are properly engaged in openings as explained in Drawing 1 and that they are 

engaged in the same openings across the full width of belt
• Make sure edges of belt are not contacting anything
• Run the system with minimum tension (allowed by process)

Installing Sprockets & Nosebars

Installing drive sprockets:

• Use the belt as a template to set up drive sprockets
• Sprockets engage in drive (smaller) openings of belt across width
• Make sure sprocket teeth are engaged in same openings across full width of belt
• Ensure sprocket teeth are driving against the connecting rods (not the strip)
• The degree of wrap on sprockets should be no more than 180 degrees with a minimum of 135 

degrees
• Key sprockets down on the shaft — or dimple shaft

Installing nosebars:

For 7/16" pitch belt 3/4" (.75) minimum diameter. See Drawing 2 indicating nose roller support 
modifications for fingers. 
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Installation

If using vibratory tabs see Drawing 3 indicating beater block placement. Vibrating tabs need to be located 
underneath large openings in order to clear out material build up and decrease wear on vibrating tabs.

Installing idle sprockets:

• To set up idle sprockets use belt as template to determine sprocket placement
• Place idle sprockets in one opening over from smaller openings so that the tooth is engaged in 

smaller opening
• Ensure sprocket teeth are engaging against the connecting rods (not the strip), keep in mind that the 

belt engages the sprocket on idler shafts therefore the openings will be different than the drive
• Key all idle sprockets down onto shaft
   

Drawing 2

Direction  
of travel

Drawing 3

NOTE: Flippers to be located in a wide opening as illustrated.

Flippers
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Installation

MAKING THE BELT ENDLESS
• If take-up on the conveyor is adjustable, set to minimum for installation
• Orient belt for proper direction of travel, see picture below
• If installation under tension is required, pull ends so they mesh together and use wire ties to secure 

belt ends for rod insertion

ROD ORIENTATION

When starting up the unit for the 
first time, run slowly to ensure 
smooth operation of belting and 
proper sprocket placement.

Incorrect Correct
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Installation

PARTING THE BELT
Should you need to remove belt from the unit use small screwdriver inserted between 
connecting rod and flat wire and rotate towards outer edge of belt (shown below).

Remove connecting rod with pliers.

1

3

2
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting Guide

Problem Suggested Maintenance Action

One edge of the belt is leading the other. Make sure belt is in time on drive sprockets.

You see a pronounced gap in belt openings. Check to make sure belt is spliced properly and that 
connecting rod passes through all openings.

You notice edge damage on the belt. Check to make sure the belt path is free and clear of 
obstruction.

You notice deflection across the width of the belt. Check to make sure the sprockets are properly aligned 
across the width of the belt or if using nose bar check to 
make sure diameter is sufficient.

You notice the belt edges are worn or damaged (one or 
both edges).

Check to make sure nothing is contacting the edge(s) of 
the belt.

You notice the belt is loose on one side of the belt and 
tight on the other side.

Check to make sure the drive and tail shafts are square.

You notice the belt tracks to one side. Check to make sure the belt supports have not moved 
and the take-up is adjusted evenly on both sides.

You notice the belt is cupped inward in between the 
nose rollers.

Check to make sure the nose rollers are located inline 
with the sprocket lanes (small openings).

You notice rod breaks. Check to make sure sprockets are engaged properly with 
the belt. Nose bar and drive shaft are square. Nothing is 
contacting the edge of the belt.

You notice sprocket wear. Check to make sure belt is engaged properly with the 
sprockets. Make sure sprocket teeth are engaging the 
belt rods. Check the load per sprocket.





ALL AROUND 
THE GLOBE,

CUSTOMERS TRUST OUR 
PROVEN BRANDS.

When it comes to providing highly engineered products that 
improve productivity and efficiency for industrial applications 
worldwide, Rexnord is the most reliable in the industry. 
Commitment to customer satisfaction and superior value  
extend across every business function.

Delivering Lowest Total Cost of Ownership
The highest quality products are designed to help  
prevent equipment downtime and increase productivity  
and dependable operation.

Valuable Expertise
An extensive product offering is accompanied by global sales 
specialists, customer service and maintenance support teams, 
available anytime.

Solutions to Enhance Ease of Doing Business
Commitment to operational excellence ensures the right 
products at the right place at the right time.

WHY CHOOSE REXNORD?
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